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Drawing Number 1 

1996 Mercedes-Benz C220 (W202) 2.2 Liter Engine 
 
This paper contains schematics of vacuum tube routing for aid in finding HVAC vacuum leaks. 
 
Most HVAC problems on the Mercedes 220C (1996 model) are vacuum related.  Simple, begin by 
looking for vacuum problems.  The tubes and hoses on the Mercedes C220 are cheaply made so 
handle with care.  The repair manuals want to start with a complete tear down of the vehicle's 
interior.  I believe they do that to discourage the DIY people.  Mercedes swaps drawings part 
identification around, so keep an open mind. 
 
The only hint comes from the identification of the "Vacuum Reservoir" identified as number "1" on 
the diagram.  (Note that the chart has a tube going to the vacuum reservoir labeled as rt/gr [red-
gray].)  A rt/gr [red-gray] tube goes to a part number "2" named, "vacuum supply check valve." 
 
The part  numbered 2 looks like it is the Vacuum Distribution Block shown at the beginning of this 
article.  You will notice that the part number 135 has only 3 tubes showing in the drawing.  The 
vacuum distribution block has 8 tubes.  It would be good to know exactly where all the other tubes 
are connected. 
 
The center tube in the drawing coming off part number 2 is gray and is connected to Port 1 on the 
vacuum distribution block. 
 



Most of the other identifiers are too blurred to read ( I guess the Mercedes people do not want you 
to know what is what on their cars.)  I am still working on the rest of the picture and could use a 
little help. 
 

HVAC VACUUM CIRCUITS 
 

 
Drawing Number 2 

Identifying Vacuum Distribution Block Ports 
(This is the same part identified in Drawing Number 1 as Vacuum Supply Check Valve) 

 

 
Drawing Number 3 

Identifying Vacuum Distribution Block Ports 
 
Port 1: Gray Tube (1/8" od) to the engine intake manifold on the driver's (USA) side of the engine 
compartment. 
 
Port 2: Purple Tube (1/8" od) 



 
Port 3: White Tube  (1/8" od) 
 
Port 4: Black (with thin White stripe) Tube (1/8" od) 
 
Port 5: Black (with thick White stripe) Tube (1/8" od) 
 
Port 6: Red (with Gray stripe) Tube to the vacuum reservoir tank in fender well on the same side of 
the vehicle and hidden from view. (1/8" od)  
 
Port 7: Green Tube to the switchover valve block back of glove compartment in the interior of the 
automobile. (1/8" od) 
 
Port "P": Orange Tube (1/8" od) 
 
Testing the vacuum system: 
 
The vacuum block is located under the hood on the passenger side of the vehicle (USA) under a 
plastic weather cover.  This is the same location for the engine computer. 
 
1) Disconnect all vacuum hoses from vacuum distribution block (located on right rear corner of 
engine compartment). Ensure the Gray vacuum hose to intake manifold has no leaks.  This is a 
major weak point in the tubing layout.  It is snaked under everything in the compartment 
containing the vacuum distribution block   The Grey tube has a connector right where the tube 
exits the black plastic channel mounted to the firewall right below the rubber grommet that is a 
compartment weather seal and then exits into the little compartment on the passenger side (USA) 
containing the computer control.  Light a cigarette and blow smoke into the Grey pipe where it 
connects to the intake manifold after you disconnect it.  Note that there is a short piece of rubber 
tubing on the Grey tubing that connects the tubing to the engine intake manifold.  I repaired this 
hidden joint as described above using the below described materials.  You might want to vary 
how you do the job.  I had thought about using a rubber vacuum tube that will fit over the pvc 
vacuum tube, but changed my mind and did the following: 
 
To repair a broken tube: 
 

Vacu-Tite (Dorman Products, Inc.) part number 47421 1/4" OD Hose.  (Bought at Car Quest)  
Other auto parts stores have this item, but it might have to be ordered.  The quickest way 
to cut the tubing is with a pair of standard kitchen/sewing scissors. 
 
Vacu-Tite (Dorman Products, Inc.) part number 47417 1/8" OD Hose.  (Bought at Car Quest)  
Other auto parts stores have this item, but it might have to be ordered.  You might not 
need this tubing.  It is about the same size as the vacuum tubing on my Mercedes C220 
and my Ford Ranger.  
  
Clean the tubing making sure to remove residue from touching the tubing.  I used Klean 
Strip Acetone: part number 30192 01815 6 (www.kleanstrip.com),  Available at Home Depot 
or your choice of hardware store. 
 
Scotch-Brite (green in color) pads to rough the surface of all pvc tubing to be fitted 
together.  I got the Scotch-Brite pads at Wal-Mart. The Scotch-Brite pads are used to 
scratch the tubing so he heat shrink will grab onto it.  You might want to put a drop of 
Gorilla Super Glue on the joint to help seal the joined tubes at the joints of the 1/8" and 
1/4" tubing.  Apply the glue before you slip the heat shrink tubing onto the joint and let it 
dry before you apply the heat shrink tubing over the repaired joint.  Slip the heat shrink 
tubing over the repair overlapping about an inch. 
 
3M Heat Shrink Tubing P/N 03825NA or some variety sold by Wal-Mart.  There are one or 
two tubes that will fit over the repair.  I used a BIC Charcoal Grill Lighter to shrink it down 
to size and grab the repaired area by overlapping the tubing about 1 inch on either side of 
the repair. 
 



Before you go too far, you might want to purchase a hand vacuum to run the test below.  I went 
ahead and bit the bullet by purchasing a Mity-Vac Mv8500 Elite Auto Test Kit for about $68.00 total 
at Amazon.com as of the date of this article. 
 
2) Apply 16-18 in. Hg of vacuum to "P" port on vacuum distribution block. See Fig. 5. Ensure no 
vacuum leaks from vacuum distribution block. If distribution block tests okay, go to next step.  If 
distribution block leaks, replace vacuum distribution block. 
 
Note: Mercedes troubleshooting charts show vacuum readings in mbar.  1 millibar (mbar) = 
0.029613397 inch mercury.  Their chart says to apply 300 millibar = 8.88401913 inch mercury.  
Then wait and see if the vacuum loss in one minute is less than or equal to 30 millibar = 
0.888401913 inch mercury.  The objective here is not to overstress the unit being tested as it 
might damage the internal workings of the unit. 
 
3) Apply 16-18 in. Hg of vacuum to port No. 1 on vacuum distribution block. Ensure no vacuum 
bleeds from vacuum distribution block. If distribution block tests okay, go to next step. If 
distribution block leaks, replace vacuum distribution block. 
 
4) Apply 16-18 in. Hg of vacuum to port No. 4 on vacuum distribution block. See Fig. 5. Ensure no 
vacuum leaks from vacuum distribution block. If distribution block tests okay, go to next step.  If 
distribution block leaks, replace vacuum distribution block. 
 
5) Apply 16-18 in. Hg of vacuum to Red/Gray vacuum hose going to vacuum reservoir. Ensure no 
vacuum leaks. If vacuum reservoir and hose test okay, go to next step. If a leak occurs, replace 
vacuum hose or vacuum reservoir (located on right front fender panel / wheel well). 
 
6) Apply 16-18 in. Hg of vacuum to Green vacuum hose going to switchover valve block. See Fig. 
9. Ensure no vacuum leaks from switchover valve block. If switchover block tests okay, go to next 
step. If switchover valve block leaks, replace switchover valve block. 
 
Drawing Number 4 is a diagram locating the Vacuum Distribution Block in the front of the vehicle 
and a line going to the rear of the vehicle to another distribution point.  The distribution point in 
the rear of the car is part of the electric vacuum pump system located on the passenger side 
quarter panel under a plastic cover (USA.)  I have not run a system check on the tube running 
from the Vacuum Distribution Block and at this point do not know the color codes of the tubing or 
the connection points. 
 



 
Drawing Number 4 

Tube routing to the rear of the vehicle 
 
Drawing Number 5 shows the general layout of the lines under the dash board of the vehicle.  If 
you notice the tube on the far right labeled 70 and in between connector points 95 and 100.  This a 
green tube coming from the Vacuum Distribution Block under the hood of the vehicle. 
 

 
Drawing Number 5 

Tube routing under the dash board to various gates on the HAVC unit. 
 

 



Drawing Number 6 
Automatic A/C-Heater System Vacuum Diagram 

 
If you need to troubleshoot the Switchover Valve Block circuits things get more difficult to trace.  
Some of the vehicle interior is required to gain access.  You might gain access to the Switchover 
Valve Block by removing the glove compartment, just to test for vacuum leaks. 
 
If you find problems past the Switchover Valve Block, generally speaking, it might require 
removing the center dash console, the instrument cluster, and the steering wheel, as well as the 
entire dash assembly.  You will need to allow about 8 hours to remove and replace these items.  
Special tools will be required to remove several of the components and are not the subject of this 
paper. 
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